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In some cases, however, the phrase did not imply all non-White people, for example, when Native Americans
and other free people of color were Further Readings portrayed as having owned their own slaves. In such Lie,
John. In the United States in particular, there is a trajec- Wallerstein, Immanuel. The term Sociological Forum
2: One of historically the term has been used elsewhere, the the developments of the term people of color is
pre- notion of people of color is much more localized in cisely its flexibility in accommodating various groups
contemporary popular, activist, and academic debates, similarly disadvantaged, even if their disadvantages
mostly in the United States. People of color explicitly are based on different variables e. The use of the term
also expands on English proficiency. The first section includes a brief discussion on United States. As a result,
at times African Americans the politics of skin color, whiteness, and racialization use people of color to refer
only to those individuals discussions. The final main sec- Similarly, the use of the terms Brown, Yellow, and
Red, tion offers details about some significant changes in while having various connotations depending on
who is the term by newer racialization processes. Thus, the talking sometimes their use is perceived as
offensive , entry moves from biological notions of race to discus- have been used politically to mobilize
communities of sions of racism and racialization to best illustrate the color throughout the United States
during the latter part notion of people of color. It is perhaps recent research illustrates that genetic
commonalities because of the flexibility in identification that the term between so-called racial groups may
exceed commonal- has become significant in biracial and multiracial writ- ities within a group. For instance,
two Asian individuals ings and for individuals as a term that better helps to or two Black individuals may have
less genetic makeup identify people with multiple national origins, paneth- in common than each of them
would have with a person nic backgrounds, or so-called racial makeup. Critics of the significant part of the
revolutionary Civil Rights latter term insist that the word minorities carries a Movement during the s, is being
reshaped by dis- charged connotation that pathologizes the various cussions that are not limited to skin color
privilege and groups perceived to be members. This critique is often based on the on how various racialized
ethnoracial minority groups faulty assumption that the use of minorities literally are conceived and treated by
the state. Many people, notably U. Whites, critique missing for people of color even when people of color the
use of the term because it presumes that Whites are the numerical majority in a given state or region. Although
people of use of the term people of color. All in all, one of the moving outside of the census-defined and
institution- ways in which these uses of color or even the Black, ally bound racial and ethnic categories
imposed by Brown, Yellow, and Red terms have formed and solid- the state. It is here, in the dissolution of
panethnic and ified the term people of color has been in its opposi- top-down imposed categories, where the U.
People of color can self-identify by their country of Among the terms linked to or derived from people of
origin or their panethnic label e. Feminist theorizing has linked Third Americans that effectively erase tribal
differences and World women and women of color in their discussions can also identify as people of color. In
this sense, the as a way to develop coalitions and solidarity among var- term people of color offers individuals
a certain range ious groups of people. Racial color critiques of the s and a burgeoning queer Violence the day
after September Performance, Pedagogy, and Regret. The Historical Changes in U. Racialization Origins of
White Supremacy in California. This Bridge not leave behind discussions about racism; it concep- Called My
Back: Radical Writings by Women of Color. Racial formations, and the New York: Toward a people
previously unmarked; in so doing, racializa- Queer of Color Critique. University of tion is not static.
Historically, discussions of who Minnesota Press. Racial Formation panethnicity impositions. From the s to
the s. New Politicalâ€”economic issues have been significantly York: In one report, Latinos mated population
of Whites criollos have always struggled overtly or religious belief system. Thus, the process of racial- and
covertly to maintain their privileged position at ization of subgroups that could be considered as the top of the
racial hierarchy. A small population of people of color by activist and popular standards, as Blacks continue to
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suffer from obscurity. But the mes- well as by academic standards, is ongoing. This is a tizo population has
demonstrated the greatest flux, significant example of racialization as a process that emerging out of
marginality to both pioneer some of continues to determine and redefine what people of the greatest historical
changes and reproduce some of color means in contemporary U.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Problems and Promise in
American Dictionaries M. Lynne Murphy Introduction Racial labels present particular problems for
lexicographers. Because terms such as white, Black, Afro-American, and Caucasoid carry different social and
political connotations and often different denotations with different speakers, audiences, and contexts, writing
accurate decontextualized definitions proves challenging. The present study examines four American college
dictionaries with regard to the denotational accuracy of their definitions of terms for pecple of African or
European descent. I discuss some of the pitfalls common to these dictionary entries. These include the
misrepresentation of the use of racial labels, the assumption of a white norm, and the reflection
ofpredominantly white usage ofracial terms. I argue that it is the responsibility of lexicographers to examine
more carefully the dynamics ofracial labeling in the United States, to present definitions in an unbiased
manner, to acknowledge the auto-ethnonyms of minority groups, and to reflect the usage of naming terms by
the named groups. The paper concludes with a look at the successes of dictionaries in defining racial labels
and suggestions for preventing some racial biases in dictionaries. Limitations of this study I have limited this
survey to the treatment of terms for the American populations traditionally termed "black" and "white. Davis ,
ix observes that "we define no other ethnic population as we do blacks. The definitions of black and white
complement each other in ways that other ethnic terms do not. Investigating only "black" and "white" terms
thus allows us to begin discussion of the treatment of ethnic differences in dictionaries by investigating the
strongest contrasts. This study mostly concerns definitions and usage labels in entries for racial terms.
Orthographical issues and choice of headwords will also be relevant to the discussion, but will not be treated
in depth. I have chosen to examine only college dictionaries, owing to their popularity in American homes,
schools, and offices. The four dictionaries I examine are among the most heavily marketed: Choosing a
metalanguage of race with which to discuss these terms presents many difficulties, not all of which have been
resolved in this paper. As I discuss it below, the vocabulary of race and ethnicity in the United States is rather
contrary. Racial divisions are established and maintained for many purposes, and these overlapping purposes
and definitions produce words with many-faceted meanings, none of which is entirely satisfactory in an
objective discussion of "race. I do, however, use the term "racial" in describing social constructs that are based
on our misunderstandings of race, e. Because the history of Africans in America has forced a collapse of
African American ethnic groups such that Black Americans have developed a separate culture, I capitalize
Black, but not white, to acknowledge the different natures ofthe two groups. While the Black American
community meets the criteria for an ethnic group common lineage, cultural and linguistic heritage , white
America is defined only in opposition to other groups. White Americans do not see themselves as a single
ethnic group; when asked their ethnicity, most will Defining Racial Labels45 identify with a national or ethnic
sub-group of Euro-Americans. However, whites form a coherent group You are not currently authenticated.
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